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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning. I’m Peter Smallidge and I’m joined by Brett Chedzoy. Together with our colleague Paul Curtis we’ve been working with applications of slash walls since 2016. We’re excited to be able to share our experiences and an update of our research.  If you are interested in a copy of this presentation or more information about slash walls, please visit our resource site at www.slashwall.info (singular on “wall”)This presentation was originally shared at SAF 2020, and is slightly modified.



Project Objectives:

1. Determine if commercially operable slash walls 
exclude deer.

2. Determine the longevity of slash walls.
3. Assess the operational barriers to and economic 

inputs for constructing slash walls.
4. To evaluate the response of beech sprouts 

relative to desirable hardwood species.
5. To document regeneration response and 

vegetation dynamics.
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Cornell University
Arnot Teaching and Research Forest

• 1927
• 4275 acres
• Working forest

• Timber
• Maple syrup

www.slashwall.info
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The Arnot is a working forest that supports the land grant mission of Cornell University through integrating forest management with research, teaching and extension. We need to be effective in our forest management, but can and should take some chances to test new ideas.



Arnot Forest:
Like much of central and western NY

• Heavily forested 
region

• Northern and 
Allegheny 
Hardwoods

• Mixed oak & 
hardwoods

• 1800’s 
agricultural 
landscape

slashwall.info
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The Arnot Forest is similar to most of NY, and extensive areas of southern New England and the mid-Atlantic states.This region was largely cleared for agriculture, and subsequently abandoned from agriculture in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Cool slopes tend towards northern hardwoods and warmer/drier slopes tend towards mixed oak and hardwoods.



Regeneration Challenges

Weak evidence for successful 
regeneration

• Shirer and Zimmerman 2010. 
57% fair or poor regeneration.

• Connelly et al. 2010. 70%
marginal or failed regeneration.

• Vickers et al. 2019. 
> 2/3 permanent plots are not 
“regeneration ready”

Photo credit J. Michael
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We are aware of recent research that documented patterns of regeneration challenges. This research is part of a multi-decade legacy of concerns for successful regeneration.



Primary Barriers, as % of Stands, having Marginal or 
Failed Regeneration

Statewide Adirondacks So. Highlands Other

Deer 65 38 59 91

Interfering 
Vegetation 47 47 46 49

Owner 
Attitude 25 16 25 32

Owner 
Finances 21 18 29 12

Soil/Site 14 18 9 17

Forest Health 10 12 8 11
Connelly, NA, PJ Smallidge, GR Goff and PD Curtis.  2010. Foresters perception of forest regeneration and possible 
barriers to regeneration in New York State.  Cornell University Department of Natural Resources Human Dimensions 
Research Unit HDRU 10-2. 37 pp.
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/bitstream/handle/1813/40444/HDRUReport10-2.pdf
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We asked foresters to report on the primary barriers for areas that had marginal or failed regeneration. They identified deer impacts and interfering vegetation.  For the Arnot, beech is the primary interfering species, and to a lesser extent hardwood subcanopy species such as Ostrya and striped maple.###As you are aware, deer and interfering vegetation have been commonly reported in the literature, and together have a negative synergy and legacy effect.You’re also aware that deer impacts have been reported in northeastern hardwood forests since at least the 1950’s.

https://ecommons.cornell.edu/bitstream/handle/1813/40444/HDRUReport10-2.pdf


Multiple“good” regen cuts failed !

slashwall.info
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In 1998 we implemented an aggressive hunting program, and applied broadcast herbicide treatments in the early 2000s.However, multiple failed regeneration efforts at the Arnot convinced us that we needed to try some new tactics.At the Arnot forest, as a working forest we conduct tending and regeneration harvests.We’ve also treated several areas with broadcast herbicides prior to harvesting.After beginning an intensive deer hunting campaign in 1998, two textbook regeneration harvests were subsequently deemed “failed” due to the absence of sufficient stocking of desirable species.Several additional harvests that should have stimulated advance regeneration resulted in dominance by beech or similar interfering vegetation.We anticipated the negative impact on sustainability and the need to develop some new cost effective strategy.Our aggressive hunting program wasn’t effective and we started to look for strategies to reduce deer impact.



Challenges for Regeneration
The conditions in much of 
NY (NE) can be summarized 
as:

• High deer impacts to 
palatable (usually 
commercial) species

• High density of interfering 
vegetation resulting from 
deer impacts

• In most situations, hunting 
is not sufficient to control 
deer impacts

slashwall.info
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From our experiences in management at the Arnot Forest, from reports of other forest managers, and an extensive literature the challenges for forest regeneration often include a combination of deer browsing that precipitates dominance by interfering vegetation.The aspirations of managers to “do good forestry” is often insufficient without additional efforts to limit deer impacts and control interfering vegetation. An awareness of deer impacts isn’t new, but strategies are often expensive to install and expensive to maintain.There are additional costs to herbicide treatments to control beech and other interfering vegetation.



Photo credit: Gary Alt

Pennsylvania:
Fences work
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In 2016 we identified stand conditions and management goals that necessitated a regeneration harvest.We recognized the potential for regeneration success by excluding deer based on fencing projects as shown here in Pennsylvania, and in other areas. We initially committed to the cost of installing fence around a 60 acre shelterwood harvest.Up until ~2016 we considered fencing to be the only option for large-scale protection of regeneration.  Now, Brett will describe our shift in thinking from fencing to “slash walls”



Slash Walls

slashwall.info
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After assuming the duties of Forest Manager in 2015, I realized that the Arnot had abundant mature stands which had been thinned multiple times.  A by-product of the thinnings were dense understories of beech, striped maple, hop hornbeam – and in some areas, invasivesHaving learned from past regeneration failures, Peter & I started to look at fencing options to exclude deer but soon realized that installation - and especially maintenance, were beyond our capabilities.Consequently, we decided to experiment with using slash to build solid windrow-like barriers to exclude deer.  Subsequent conversations with other experts left us cautiously optimistic, but no one was aware of previous attempts to build “slash walls” for this purpose in the Northeast. 



Slash Wall Regeneration Harvests

• Mechanized felling and 
windrowing 

• Built from low-value 
stems and slash (tops) 
near perimeter

• Integrated cutting of all
understory vegetation 
(“brushing”)

slashwall.info
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Our first concept for building slash walls was to directionally fell trees in to a perimeter windrow and then add material where needed.Fortunately, our first attempt was done by a talented mechanized Amish Crew – Zooks Logging – who quickly learned to how to efficiently stack poles, culls and tops in to formidable walls.An unanticipated benefit of using a feller-bunchers with a hot saw was that the contractor was also able and willing to cut all of the interfering understory vegetation.



Progress to Date

• 9 harvests ranging from 6 
to 150 acres

• > 450 acres 

• Nearly ten miles of slash 
walls

No deer, strong favorable 
regeneration response!

slashwall.info
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In 2017 we did four slash wall harvests totaling over 100 acres and 16,000 ft of wall on a variety of stand types and sites ranging from gentle to very rugged. Monitoring during the first winter showed no signs of deer breaching these walls except for one spot where we accidently left a “tunnel” under a large hemlock top that remained propped up by the coarse limbs.  This encouraged us to implement five more slash wall harvests between October, 2018 thru February, 2020 to gather more data and test the practice over new conditions. The first 8 harvests were significantly profitable and much of the best timber remains inside those walls.  We anticipate starting to remove most of the overwood in these Seed Tree and Shelterwood harvests as soon as next year since the regeneration is already starting to surpass browsing height inside the older walls as you can see in this picture.The 9th harvest was done in a maple stand that will be incorporated in to our research sugarbush.  In that harvests, the costs exceeded the revenues due to low volume and value of the harvested timber to retain a functional sugarbush.



Harvest Layout Considerations

• Topography and natural 
obstacles

• Limit residual trees 
near wall

• Gates / future access

slashwall.info
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Just a few of the important Best Management Practices that we’ve learned over the past several years are:Where possible, avoid challenging terrain and obstacles like gullies and flood-prone streams.But terrain could also be used advantageously as in this picture where the wall was built just over the crest of a narrow ridgeline.Don’t leave residual trees near the wall construction corridor without good justification.  They’re difficult to work around and in most cases not necessary as a seed source. Gates should be located where they can be monitored as they are the weakest point in the wall, and they should be built thinking of future access for monitoring, recreation, and eventual overstory removal.



Contracts
• Minimum 10’ high to 3” diameter and 20’ wide, plus 

“sufficiently dense to exclude deer” as determined by 
Forest Manager

• Negotiated percentage sales

• Loggers compensated for slash wall construction and 
cutting the “interfering” understory vegetation 

slashwall.info
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Our contracts include both quantitative criteria, such as minimum dimensions - and qualitative criteria, such as “sufficiently dense and thick to exclude deer”To date, all of our slash wall harvests have been percentage sales but we feel that there are workable alternatives for harvests that require a competitive bidding process. We currently pay the contractor $1.50 per foot for completed wall and up to $100/acre for cutting understory vegetation.



2017 Wall Construction Costs
Sale Acres Perimeter 

(ft)
Machine

Hours
$ / Ft*

01 – Gas 
Line

74 7400 62 $1.68

02 – Red 
Pine

11 2800 14 $1.00

03 – Sta. Rd. 16 3800 15 $0.80

04 - Wedge 12 2700 25 $1.88

* At feller-buncher rate of $200/hour
slashwall.info
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The average cost of the 16,000’ of wall built in 2017 was $1.48 per linear foot based on operator estimates of time and assuming $200/hr for machine and operator.  These figures were confirmed in 2018 and 2019 with time-motion studies on more recent harvests.Costs varied by topography and the abundance of wall-building materialWall-building costs are also influenced by variables like ground conditions and features like the number of acute angles as seen for the “wedge” harvest in this table which, as the name implies, had three acute angles.  Avoid acute angles when possible because they create material shortages on the corners and the loggers will have to import slash from further away.



2019 – Volume and Time In Walls
(volume as tons estimated per 100 feet of wall)

Stand Type Total 
(tons)

> 6” 
Hdwd
(tons)

> 6” 
Conifer 
(tons)

Feet / 
minute

Hdwd Pole 27 15 0 2.4
HEM-Hdwd
Small-SWT

33 13 10 2.6

Old-field 
Pole

29 4 16 2.6

Overall AVG 31 12 9 2.6

• Avg. wall cost $2.25/ft ($1.50 – labor, $0.75 – wood)
• ~ half the cost of fencing 

slashwall.info
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Another goal of the time-motion studies done in 2019 was to look at the amount and value of the wood going in to the walls.  These studies not only confirmed the contractor’s estimates of an average cost of $1.50/ft (there was a 2-cent/foot difference between their estimates and ours), but also showed similar productivity over a variety of stand types.The volume of wood used to build the wall was consistent across the different stand types, averaging around 30 tons per 100 ft for a 10’ high x 20’ wide wall.  Roughly one-third of this volume was potentially merchantable and worth about $0.75/ft.The labor + wood costs average about $2.25 per ft.  This is less than half the cost of a fence that we built in 2018 to exclude deer from a 33-acre harvest in our research sugarbush.  The on-going issues and maintenance costs of that fence have been significant.



Etcetera…

• Crew needs to “buy 
in”

• Prioritize low-grade 
into wall

• Anticipate future wall 
and harvest locations

• Logger learning curve

slashwall.info
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Peter and I are in the process of writing a guide for slash walls.  Stay tuned to our slashwall.info website for news and updates.I’ll close by sharing a few other key recommendations not previously mentioned:  The first is that it’s important to work with crews that understand the importance of doing the job well.  A wall that is anything less than 100% complete won’t be effective and it will be difficult to inspect poor workmanship in to compliance or fix problems after the fact.The second is that you can’t build an effective wall with insufficient material.  We’re working on developing guidelines and tools for estimating what we call the “wall supply zone” for a given degree of utilization.  In most cases the wall supply zone for our existing slash walls has been < 100 ft, allowing for utilization of sawtimber and some scragg logs.To the extent possible, we intend to use our slash walls in a modular fashion to save on deer exclusion costs.And lastly, new crews and clients will need support and reassurance.  The Slash Wall resource site has a growing amount of videos, visuals and other information for that purpose.  But we’re here to help to the extent that we can and we welcome tours if in range of the Arnot Forest.  



slashwall.info
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As a reminder, our goals in this project are to:Determine if commercially operable slash walls exclude deer.Determine the longevity of slash walls.Assess the operational barriers to and economic inputs for constructing slash walls.Evaluate the response of beech sprouts relative to desirable hardwood species.Document regeneration response and vegetation dynamics.Caveats:Results are preliminary as analyses continue.The data portrayed are descriptive and pending inferential analysis.



Post-Harvest Residual Basal Area
Harvest Name Sample

Location
Area 

(acres)
Residual BA 
(sq. ft./ac)

Boot & Wedge Interior 12 & 9 37
Boot & Wedge Perimeter 23
Boot & Wedge Control 2 - 4 39

Gas Line Interior 74 8
Gas Line Perimeter 8
Gas Line Control 1 - 3 31

Red Pine Interior 13 8
Red Pine Perimeter 2
Red Pine Control 2 - 3 18slashwall.info
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These data illustrate the conditions created by the harvest. What we can see from this table is that:Residual basal areas are consistent with regeneration harvests for even-aged systems.The Boot / Wedge harvests had similar residual basal area to controls.Gas Line and Red Pine had less residual basal area in harvest than in controls. Complicates interpretation of seedling response to different levels of sunlight.Slash walls were intact areas, and control sampling occurred in multiple smaller similarly treated areas proximate to the slash wall.
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Figure x. Data from AVID plots in the “gas line” slash wall illustrate that seedling height growth rate inside 
the slash wall is greater than outside the slash wall.  Seedling height growth inside fences inside the slash 
wall (data not shown) was similar to unfenced seedlings inside the slash wall. (Smallidge, Curtis, Chedzoy, 
Ashdown, unpublished data 2020) 
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One of our primary goals was to determine if slash walls would exclude deer. In addition to trail cameras and searching for tracks, we used our AVID deer monitoring protocol.This protocol monitors the annual height of tagged seedlings as an indicator of slash wall effectiveness to exclude deerWhat we can see from this slide is that:The annual height growth of seedlings inside the slash wall was greater than seedling heights outside of the slash wall.Red oak seedlings are less heavily browsed than sugar maple seedlings.We conclude that slash walls effectively exclude deer.
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Figure 2. The total height of seedlings in the 2017 slash walls varied with controls for some species.  Most 
species had greater height inside than outside the slash wall. Several species had better growth than beech 
inside the slash wall, but poorer growth than beech outside the slash wall. (Smallidge, Curtis, Chedzoy, 
Ashdown, unpublished data 2020) 
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One of our ongoing challenges is to limit the abundance of beech relative to other hardwoods following a harvest. We want to know the response of beech relative to other species in the absence of deer.This graph illustrates the 2019 height of beech regeneration stems relative to other hardwoods. This amounts to three growing seasons:REMINDER – all saplings of all species > ~6 ft tall were “brushed” with the feller buncher hot saw during the harvest.Aggregated across all sites and stem origin categories, the 2019 heights of stems of most species protected by the wall exceeded the height of American beech.



Abundance of commercial seedlings 
among plot types as of 2019 growing 
season. FTG = Free To Grow

Plot Type 6” to 12” 
(stems  / 

ac)

1 – 4.5 ft 
(FTG 

stems / 
ac)

4.5 ft –
9.0 ft 
(FTG 

stems / 
ac)

Control 11,575 5639 115
Perimeter 32,615 3107 703
Interior 39,340 6128 626slashwall.info
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These data show the response of commercially desirable species in unprotected control plots versus plots within the slash wall. Stems were recorded by height class and reported here as stems per acre.We’re interested in which species dominate inside versus outside the slash walls, if there is sufficient stocking of desirable species, and if regeneration next to the wall was impacted by higher equipment traffic.From this table we can see:�1. some trending in stem abundance inside the wall versus control plots.2. The potential of harvesting impact on the abundance of advance regeneration that is in the intermediate height class3. There has been limited recruitment into upper height classes that are beyond the reach of deer. 



Stocking with commercial species after 3 growing seasons in 
slash wall harvests. Threshold follows SILVAH 

(> 5775 stems/ac if less than 1 ft)

Plot Type

# plots

% 
stocked:

< 1 ft tall

% 
stocked:

1 – 4.5 ft, 
free to 
grow

% 
stocked:

4.5 ft – 9 
ft, free to 

grow
Control 79 41 48 0
Perimeter 39 (74) 85 36 5
Interior 48 (94) 98 36 7

slashwall.info
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Stocking of regeneration plots is one metric of successful forest regeneration. The data in this slide aggregate all harvests and sort by plot type.The density of stems less than 1 ft was approximated. This height class has better stocking inside the slash wall than outside. These seedlings typically had low overhead shade by some vegetation.Seedlings 1 ft to 4.5 ft and free to grow were slightly better stocked in control than protected plots. There has been little movement into the taller height classes during the first 3 to 4 growing seasons.Additional plot variables for slash abundance and understory vegetation will help explain these patterns.



Changes in Slash Wall Dimension

Red Pine (1 harvest)
Year 1

(ft)
Year 2

(ft)
Year 3 

(ft) %

width, horizontal 26 26 25 -4
total height 9 8 6 -33

height to 2“ dia stem 5 5 4 20

Hardwood (3 harvests)
Year 1

(ft)
Year 2

(ft)
Year 3 

(ft) %

width, horizontal 23 22 23 3
total height 11 9 8 -25

height to 2“ dia stem 8 6 5 -28
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As an index of wall longevity, we annually measure 75 to 100 points on the original four walls to document changes in width and height. The prescribed width for these harvests was 10 ft in hardwood stands and 20 feet in pine stand.What these tables illustrate is that:As we expected, the width doesn’t change through time.Hardwood slump initially exceeded pine slumping, but after three growing seasons both were approximately reduced by 25% - 30% (such that 70 % – 75% of original remains)Reduction in height is appreciable, but based on previous data for seedling height growth, the walls remain effective. Effectiveness may be a result of width, coarseness of the wall matrix, and deer acclimation and acceptance to presence of wall.



What’s Next? 

• Seedling height growth and 
stand development

• Wall functional longevity
• Test alternative wall designs 

and dimensions
• Calibrate pre-harvest volume to 

wall supply zone
• Economic metrics
• RI-1, NY-2, NH-1
• NY(5), CT(2), MI

… and Extension!

slashwall.info
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We will be looking at seedling response relative to residual basal area and the abundance of non-commercial vegetation such as Rubus, elderberry, pin cherry and aspen.We will continue to monitor wall slumping on the original walls, and include some of the 2019 walls.We have been approved for funding to test alternative wall designs and harvests of 3 to 7 acres.We will explore better predictive power for the width of the wall supply zone.We will continue to work with colleagues in Rhode Island and NY who have installed slash walls, and colleagues in other areas who are poised to install slash walls.



Peter Smallidge
pjs23@cornell.edu
607-592-3640

Brett Chedzoy
bjc226@cornell.edu
607- 742-3657

Paul Curtis
pdc1@cornell.edu
607-227-5927 Photo by RJ Andersen, CCE Media

www.slashwall.info
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We appreciate your interest in this topic.Please feel free to call or email us, and to visit our resource site at www.slashwall.infoWe will post this presentation and responses to the questions at the resource site.Thank you.
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